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Sensory Mini Hug
PCP33S

PCP33M

PCP33L

Sensory Maxi Hug
PCP34S

PCP34M

PCP34L

PCP34XL

The Sensory Hug can be used as part of a daily routine such as before
or after school/work/daily activities, start of lessons, before going to
sleep, or tied to specific activities such as eating, playing or going out.
We suggest that you consult a suitably qualified person to recommend
the optimal wearing regime based on the needs of the wearer.
Fitting Instructions:
1. Adjust any shoulder fastenings to fit the user.
2. Place the garment over the head with the fastenings at the front.
3. Fasten zip at required compression without zip strip, if necessary add
3cm, 5cm or 7cm or any combination up to an additional 15cm
dependent on required compression.
User Instructions:
• Follow the above sequence for applying and removing the garment.
• Ensure that the fitting and effectiveness of this garment is periodically
checked by a suitably qualified person.
• This garment can be worn under clothing or over clothing.
• Should any skin irritation occur when the garment is worn under clothing
discontinue wearing and contact your treating clinician/provider.
• If the garment becomes tight or slack or damaged it will need to be
replaced.
• As the name suggests the garment needs to provide the necessary
compression to meet the needs of the user and may require some time
to build up tolerance to wearing.
Care Instructions:
Wash your garment regularly, laundering will rejuvenate the material and
help your garment to last longer. Use a non-biological mild detergent, do
not use fabric softener. Do not dry in direct sunlight, on a radiator or in a
tumble dryer. Dry naturally in a warm place. Wash dark colours separately.
Hand wash

Do not bleach

Dry flat

Do not tumble dry

Machine wash at 40°C

Do not iron

Drip dry

Do not wring
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